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1. INTRODUCTION
We work over an algebraically closed base field k of characteristic zero.
Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra and mod A the category of finite
dimensional right A-modules. Since the category mod A is equivalent to
mod B for some finite dimensional basic algebra B, where the factor of B
modulo its Jacobson radical is isomorphic to the direct product of finitely
many copies of k, we assume from now on that A is basic, hence has a
presentation as the factor algebra of the path algebra kQ of some uniquely
determined quiver Q modulo an admissible ideal I of relations. Thus
Ž .mod A is equivalent to the category of representations of Q, I , a quiver
Žwith relations. The representations with a fixed dimension vector d they
correspond to A-modules with a fixed class in the Grothendieck group
Ž .. Ž .K mod A are naturally parameterized by a not necessarily irreducible0
Ž .affine algebraic variety R s R Q, I; d , called the representation space.
There is an algebraic group G, a direct product of general linear groups,
acting on R such that two points in R are isomorphic representations of
Ž .Q, I if and only if they belong to the same G-orbit. So the problem of
classifying isomorphism classes in mod A is transferred to the problem of
describing the orbit spaces RrG. It is costumary to approximate such orbit
spaces by algebraic varieties, which are constructed by means of G-in-
w xvariant or relative invariant functions in the coordinate ring k R . There
Ž .are several papers in the literature studying relative invariants of quivers
Ž .without relations see Section 2 for references .
Here we study the invariant theory of quivers with relations. As a main
technical tool we introduce in Section 3 a reduction step that we call
shrinking reduction, which in good situations reduces the study of relative
invariants to the case where the underlying quiver has less vertices. The
proof of this involves the first fundamental theorem of classical in¤ariant
Ž w x.theory see, for example, W, Kr .
In the present paper our focus is on relative invariant polynomial
functions on the representation spaces of canonical algebras. Canonical
algebras, more generally concealed-canonical algebras, form an important
w xclass of quasi-tilted algebras HRS , and their representation theory has
Ž w x.drawn much attention so far see, for example, R1, GL, LdP, LdP1, LS ,
Ž .since it covers the representation theory of tame i.e., extended Dynkin
w x w xquivers, but also of tubular R1 and wild canonical algebras LdP . Unlike
the extended Dynkin quivers, canonical algebras and their underlying
quivers follow a uniform building pattern which makes it tempting to
investigate their invariant theory. In particular, the class of these algebras
is closed under shrinking reduction; accordingly their invariant theory
allows a very elegant treatment, which}through shrinking}finally re-
Ž .duces to the known invariant theory of the Kronecker algebra.
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This allows us to give in Section 4 a complete description of the relative
invariants of canonical algebras for a class of dimension vectors, including
multiples of the so-called homogeneous root. Regardless of the dimension
vector the method yields also a description of those relative invariants
whose weights are multiples of the rank.
In Section 5 we develop the geometric implications of these results. Let
L denote a canonical algebra. The rank zero indecomposable L-modules
Ž w x.form a separating tubular family see R1 , and we denote by mod L the0
full additive subcategory of mod L consisting of all finite direct sums of
those. The category mod L is a sincere separating exact subcategory of0
w xmodL in the sense of LdP1 , and its members are just the modules
w xsemistable with respect to the rank. Thus the work of King Ki implies the
Ž .existence and a theoretical construction of coarse moduli spaces for
families of modules from mod L, up to S-equivalence. Our results on0
relative invariants yield explicit descriptions of these moduli spaces and
Ž .the quotient morphisms from the universal families R L; d .
Ž w x.In Section 6 we apply tilting theory see HR to generalize to con-
cealed-canonical algebras. Let S be concealed-canonical and mod S a0
sincere separating exact subcategory of mod S. Then there exists a canoni-
cal algebra L and a tilting module T whose indecomposable summands
Ž .have positive rank such that Hom T , y induces an equivalence betweenL
mod L and mod S. We show in Theorem 6.2 that this correspondence0 0
induces isomorphisms of algebraic varieties between the moduli spaces for
families of modules in mod L and mod S, respectively. Since each path0 0
algebra kD of an extended Dynkin quiver is concealed-canonical, this
w xyields a uniform deduction of an essential part of results of Ringel R and
w xHappel H1 on relative invariants of extended Dynkin quivers. We further
Ž w x.note that our approach also covers the case of tubular algebras see R1
Ž w x.and concealed-canonical algebras of wild type see LdP1 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper k denotes an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic zero. We recall the notion of a quiver and its representations
w xintroduced in G . A qui¤er Q is a finite oriented graph consisting of Q ,0
the set of vertices, Q , the set of arrows, and two functions attaching to1
each arrow a its source a X and its sink aY. A representation of Q of
Ž .dimension vector d s d ‹ i g Q is a collection of linear mapsi 0
L s L : V X “ V Y ‹ a g Q g Hom V X , V Y ,Ž . Ž .[a a a 1 k a a
agQ1
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where V is a d -dimensional k-linear space associated with the vertexi i
i g Q . Identifying V with the space k di of row vectors, and L with a0 i a
d X = d Y matrix operating by right multiplication, a representation La a
corresponds to a point in the affine space
R Q; d s k daX=daY ,Ž . [
agQ1
called the space of representations of Q of dimension vector d.
Recall that the path algebra kQ of the quiver Q is the k-vector space
Žspanned by the oriented paths in Q including the paths e of length zeroi
.at each vertex i g Q , and the product of two basis elements is the0
concatenation of the paths, if possible, and zero otherwise. Let V be a
finite dimensional right kQ-module. It has a direct sum decomposition
V s [ Ve , and we define the dimension vector of V as dim V siig Q0
Ž .dim Ve ‹ i g Q . Since two kQ-modules have the same dimension vectork i 0
if and only if they have the same composition factors including multiplici-
ties in mod kQ, dim V gives the class of V in the Grothendieck group
Ž . X YK mod kQ . The multiplication by a g Q is a linear map Ve “ Ve .0 1 a a
Thus we obtain a representation of Q of dimension vector dim V. Con-
Ž .versely, any point L g R Q; d determines a kQ-module structure on
V s [ k di in an obvious way, and we denote this kQ-module by V .Lig Q0
Clearly, V ( V are isomorphic as kQ-modules for some L, M gL M
Ž . Ž .R Q; d if and only if L and M belong to the same G-orbit in R Q; d ,
Ž . Ž .where the group G s Ł Gl k acts on R Q; d as follows. For anyig Q d0 i
Ž . Ž .g s g ‹ i g Q g G and L s L ‹ a g Q we havei 0 a 1
g ? L s g X L gy1Y ‹ a g Q .Ž .a a a 1
Switching to a more general context we now treat quivers with relations.
Let I be a two-sided ideal in kQ. We identify mod kQrI with the
full subcategory of mod kQ consisting of modules annihilated by I. The
space of representations of dimension vector d of the quiver with relations
Ž .Q, I is
R Q, I ; d s L g R Q; d ‹ V g mod kQrI . 4Ž . Ž . L
Ž . Ž .Obviously, R Q, I; d is a G-stable affine algebraic subset of R Q; d . If A
is a finite dimensional basic algebra, then it has a presentation A ( kQrI
Ž w x.see ARS , where I is an ideal in a path algebra kQ generated by linear
Ž .combinations of paths of length at least two, and we call R A; d s
Ž .R Q, I; d the space of representations of A of dimension vector d.
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Ž . Ž . w xLet R be R Q; d or R Q, I; d , and let k R denote the coordinate ring
of R. It is the commutative k-algebra generated by the coordinate func-
Ž . Žtions x which map L g R to the i, j entry of L a g Q , i s 1, . . . ,a i j a 1
. w xX Yd , j s 1, . . . , d . The action of G on R induces an action on k R asa a
Ž .Ž . Ž y1 . w xusual: g ? f L s f g ? L for any g g G, f g k R , L g R. Generators
and relations of the algebra of polynomial in¤ariants
Gk R Q; d s f g k R Q; d ‹ ;g g G: g ? f s f 4Ž . Ž .
w x Ž w xfor an arbitrary quiver are described in LP, D see Do, Z for the positive
.characteristic case . If kQrI is finite dimensional, then there are no
non-scalar polynomial invariants. However, there can be non-trivial rela-
tive and rational invariants.
We identify rational characters of G with members of the free abelian
Q0 Ž . Q0group Z on the set of vertices of Q; for any u s u ‹ i g Q g Z thei 0
U Ž . u iŽ .associated character u : G “ k is given by u g s Ł det g . Forig Q i0
any rational character u let
G , uw x w xk R s f g k R ‹ ;g g G: g ? f s u g f 4Ž .
be the linear space of relati¤e in¤ariants of weight u . Clearly, we have
G , u Sw x w xk R s k R ,[
Q0ugZ
Ž .where S s Ł Sl k is the direct product of the corresponding specialig Q d0 i
linear groups. Note that a rational function on R is constant on G-orbits if
and only if it is the quotient of two relative invariants of the same weight.
w xGeneral results on relative invariants of quivers are obtained in Ka, S .
w xThe rational invariants of extended Dynkin quivers are classified in R .
Relative invariants of Dynkin and extended Dynkin quivers are studied in
w x wH, H1, A . The topic is taken up again in the more recent papers Ko,
xKo1, HH, SW, ScW .
3. THE SHRINKING REDUCTION
Ž .First let us deal with a quiver Q without relations such that for some
vertex ¤ there is a unique arrow b ending at ¤ and a unique arrow g
˜starting at ¤ ; moreover b / g . We denote by Q the quiver that arises
˜  4after shrinking the path bg to a single arrow w, that is, Q s Q _ ¤ ,0 0
˜ X X Y Y 4  4Q s Q _ b , g j w , and for the new arrow w we have w s b , w s g .1 1
˜Ž . Ž  4.Let d s d ‹ i g Q be a dimension vector, and d s d ‹ i g Q _ ¤ ,i 0 i 0
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .G s Ł Gl k , S s Ł Sl k . For a weight sequence u sig Q _¤4 d ig Q _¤ 4 d0 i 0 i
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Q0 ˜Ž . Ž  4.u ‹ i g Q g Z we put u s u ‹ i g Q _ ¤ . We have the shrinkingi 0 i 0
map
˜ ˜ ˜s : R s R Q; d “ R s R Q, dŽ . Ž .
defined as
L L if a s w ;b g
s L sŽ . a ½ ˜  4L if a g Q _ w ,a 1
U ˜w x w xfor any L g R. The induced homomorphism s : k R “ k R maps a
˜  4coordinate function x with a g Q _ w to the corresponding coordi-a i j 1
w x Ž .nate function in k R , while x is mapped to the i, j entry of X X ,w i j b g
Ž .X Ywhere X denotes the d = d matrix x .a a a a i j
Ž . w xX YFor any a with d s d we have det a s det X g k R , so this isa a a
Ž .the function which maps a representation L g R to det L .a
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Let Q, ¤ , b , g , d be as abo¤e, and let R s R Q; d and
˜ ˜ ˜Ž .R s R Q, d .
˜US S˜Ž . w x Ž w x .X Yi If d ) d and d ) d , then k R s s k R .¤ b ¤ g
˜US S˜Ž . w x Ž w x .w xX Yii If d s d ) d , then k R s s k R det b .b ¤ g
˜US S˜Ž . w x Ž w x .w xX Yiii If d - d s d , then k R s s k R det g .b ¤ g
˜US S˜Ž . w x Ž w x .w xX Yiv If d s d s d , then k R s s k R det b , det g .b ¤ g
Proof. We decompose the group S as
˜S s Sl k s Sl k = Sl k s S = Sl k ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Łd d d dž /i i ¤ ¤
igQ  4igQ _ ¤0 0
and we study the algebra of invariants in two steps, using
S˜Ž .S Sl kd¤w x w xk R s k R . 1Ž .Ž .
˜Ž w x Ž .The action of S on k R is restricted to the subgroups S and Sl k , andd¤
˜ Sld Žk .w x .¤since these subgroups centralize each other, S stabilizes k R . The
Ž .group Sl k fixes the variables x with a / b , g . Its action on thed a i j¤
Ž . Ž dbX d¤ .remaining variables is induced by the action of Sl k on Hom k , kd k¤
Ž d¤ dgY . Ž .[ Hom k , k , which is equivalent to the standard action of Sl kk d¤
d¤ Ž d¤ .UX Yon d vectors from k and d covectors from the dual space k .b g
ŽThus by the first fundamental theorem of classical invariant theory see,
w x. w xSld Žk .¤for example, W, Kr we have that k x , x ‹ i, j, l, m is generatedb i j g lm
by the entries of X X and the determinants of the d = d minors of Xb g ¤ ¤ b
and X .g
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Ž .i By the assumption on the dimension vector d, neither X norb
Sld Žk . U ˜ Uw x Ž w x.¤X have d = d minors, therefore k R s s k R . Since s isg ¤ ¤
˜ Ž .clearly S-equivariant, the claim follows by 1 .
Ž .iv The only d = d minors of X and X are det b and det g ,¤ ¤ b g
Sld Žk . U ˜w x Ž w x.w x¤therefore we have k R s s k R det b , det g . The elements
˜w xdet b , det g g k R are fixed by S, hence the natural surjection
˜ U ˜w x w xw x w xm : k det b , det g m k R “ s k R det b , det gŽ .k
˜ ˜ wis S-equivariant, where S acts trivially on the polynomial algebra k det b ,
xdet g of two variables. Therefore we have
˜ ˜S SU ˜ ˜w x w xw x w xs k R det b , det g s m k det b , det g m k RŽ . Ž .ž / kž /
S˜˜w x w xs m k det b , det g m k Rkž /
S˜U ˜ w xw xs s k R det b , det g .ž /
˜In the first of the above equalities we use that S is linearly reductive to
˜conclude that the restriction of a surjective S-equivariant homomorphism
to the algebras of invariants is also surjective. At this point we need the
assumption that k is of characteristic zero.
Ž . Ž .The proofs of ii and iii are similar.
Now we extend the above result to quivers with relations. Let Q be a
quiver as above, and I an ideal in the path algebra kQ. We say that I
supports the path bg if b / g , b and g are the only arrows ending or
starting in b Y s g X and further I has a system of generators r , . . . , r1 m
Ž .such that any monomial s composition of arrows entering in the expres-
Ž .sion of any r i s 1, . . . , m contain b or g only as a part of bg . In thisi
˜ ˜case let I denote the ideal of the path algebra kQ obtained by replacing
each occurrence of bg by w in any generator of I. This means that the
˜ ˜Ž . Ž .restriction of the shrinking map s : R Q; d “ R Q, d yields a map
˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .p : R Q, I; d “ R Q, I; d .
THEOREM 3.2. We assume that I supports bg . If d G d X and d G d Y¤ b ¤ g
w Ž .xSholds for the dimension ¤ector d, then k R Q, I; d is generated by
˜U S˜ ˜ ˜Ž w Ž .x .p k R Q, I; d , and those of det b , det g which are defined.
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
s 6 ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .R Q; d R Q, d6
.i i˜
6
p 6 ˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .R Q, I ; d R Q, I , d
The homomorphisms s and p are surjective because of the assumption
on the dimension vector. Furthermore, i is S-equivariant, while s , p , and
˜i are S-equivariant. On the level of coordinate rings we have the commu-˜
tative diagram
s U6 ˜ ˜w Ž .x w Ž .xk R Q; d k R Q, d
6
U U .i i˜
6
Up6 ˜ ˜ ˜w Ž .x w Ž .xk R Q, I ; d k R Q, I , d
˜ U UInvariants of S are obviously mapped to invariants of S under s and p ,
so restricting the above homomorphisms to the corresponding rings of
invariants we obtain the commutative diagram
s U ˜6S S˜ ˜w Ž .x w Ž .xk R Q; d k R Q, d
6
UU .ii ˜
6
Up ˜S S6 ˜ ˜ ˜w Ž .x w Ž .xk R Q, I ; d k R Q, I , d
The linear reductivity of S ensures that iU and iU are surjective. By˜
˜US S˜ ˜w Ž .x Ž w Ž .x .Lemma 3.1 we know that k R Q; d is generated by s k R Q; d ,
w Ž .xSand those of det b , det g which are defined. Therefore k R Q, I; d is
˜ ˜U U U US S˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ž Ž w Ž .x .. Ž w Ž .x . Ž . Žgenerated by i s k R Q; d s p k R Q, I; d , i det b if d¤
U. Ž . Ž .X Ys d i det g if d s d .b ¤ g
The following variation of the above results will be particularly useful
for us.
Ž . Q0THEOREM 3.3. Assume that I supports bg . Let u s u ‹ i g Q g Zi 0
be a weight with u s 0. Then for any dimension ¤ector d we ha¤e¤
˜ ˜UG, u G, u˜ ˜w Ž .x Ž w .x .k R Q, I; d s p k R, Q; d .
˜Ž .Proof. Decompose the group G as G s Gl k = G. The assumptiond¤
on the weight u implies that
˜ ˜G , uŽ .G , u G L kd¤k R Q, I ; d s k R Q, I ; d . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /
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Ž .The first fundamental theorem for Gl k acting on vectors and covectorsd¤G Ld Žk . U ˜w x Ž w x. Ž .¤asserts that k R s s k R , so by the linear reductivity of Gl kd¤G ld Žk . U ˜ ˜w Ž .x Ž w Ž .x.¤we have k R Q, I; d s p k R Q; d , and our claim follows from
Ž .2 .
4. APPLICATIONS TO CANONICAL ALGEBRAS
w xCanonical algebras first appeared in R1 , and a new approach to them
w x Ž .was introduced in GL . A canonical algebra L s L p, l , depends on a
Ž . Ž .weight sequence p s p , . . . , p of positive integers t G 2 and a parame-1 t
Ž .ter sequence l s l , . . . , l of pairwise different non-zero elements from3 t
the base field k. The algebra L is defined as the path algebra of the quiver
a12 66
v v vv6
6
? ? ? aa 1 p111
aa a 2 p21 22 26 6 6 6L p : vŽ . v v v v v? ? ?. . aa t p. .t1 t. .
at2
6
6 66
v v vv ? ? ?
modulo the relations
a ??? a y l a ??? a y a ??? a s 0 i s 3, . . . , t .Ž .11 1 p i 21 2 p i1 i p1 2 i
Ž .We refer to the paths a ??? a as the arms of L p , and the commoni1 i p i
Ž . Ž .source of a the common sink of a , resp. as the source sink, resp. ofi1 i p i
Ž .the underlying quiver L p . We may assume without loss of generality that
l s 1. If t s 2, then there is no relation, and L is just the path algebra of3
Ž . Ž .the extended Dynkin quiver L p , p having two arms. For p , p s1 2 1 2
Ž .1, 1 we obtain the Kronecker algebra, i.e., the path algebra of the quiver
v vi , as a special case of a canonical algebra. We define the rank as the
Q0 Ž .character r g Z , Q s L p , taking the value 1 on the sink, value y1 on
the source, and value zero on the other vertices.
w x Ž . tThe de¤iation d L s t y 2 y Ý 1rp decides on the representationis1 i
Ž . w xtype of a canonical algebra L s L p, l ; see GL . Namely L is tame
w xdomestic if and only if d L - 0. In this case there exists a tilting module T
Ž 1Ž .in mod L i.e., T has projective dimension at most one, Ext T , T s 0 and
the number of pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable summands of T
Ž .. Ž .equals the rank of the Grothendieck group K L such that End T is0 L
isomorphic to the path algebra kD of an extended Dynkin quiver. Con-
versely, each kD, D extended Dynkin, arises this way. Further, L is tame
Ž w x . w xtubular see R1 for a definition if and only if d L s 0. Finally, L is of
w x Ž w x.wild representation type if and only if d L ) 0 see LdP .
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In the sequel we deal with dimension vectors d which take the same
w Ž .xvalue d at the source and the sink. We define the functions f g k R L; di
Ž .i s 0, 1, . . . , d by the formula
d
dy i if L x y s det xL ??? L q yL ??? LŽ . Ž .Ý i a a a a11 1 p 21 2 p1 2
is0
L g R L ; d . 3Ž . Ž .Ž .
Here x, y are commuting indeterminates. It is obvious that the f ’s arei
Ž .polynomial functions on R L; d . Moreover, by multiplicativity of the
determinant they are relative invariants, and their weight equals the rank
r. Define the homogeneous root h as the dimension vector taking the value
1 at each vertex. Note that for a dimension vector d s dh which is a
multiple of the homogeneous root, the relative invariants det a are alli j
defined.
THEOREM 4.1. Let L be a canonical algebra, and consider the dimension
¤ector dh.
Ž .i When t - d q 1, then
Sk R L ; dh s k f , . . . , f , det a ‹ 1 F i F t , 1 F j F p ,Ž . 1 dytq1 i j i
and the gi¤en generators are algebraically independent.
Ž .ii When t s d q 1, then
Sk R L ; dh s k det a ‹ 1 F i F t , 1 F j F p ,Ž . i j i
and the gi¤en generators are algebraically independent.
Ž . w Ž .xSiii When t ) d q 1, then k R L; dh is a complete intersection
Ž .generated by det a 1 F i F t, 1 F j F p . The ideal of relations amongi j i
these generators is generated by relations of the form
dq1
det a ??? det a s c l det a ??? det a i s d q 2, . . . , t ,Ž . Ž .Ýi1 i p i j j1 j pi j
js1
4Ž .
Ž .where c l are constants depending on the parameter sequence l .i j
Proof. We can apply Theorem 3.2 and shrink the arrows at any vertex
different from the source and the sink. At each step we include det a fori j
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the shrinked arrows into the generating system. Finally we arrive at the
quiver
w1“
w2
v v“
...
wt“
Ž .with relations w y l w y w s 0 i s 3, . . . , t . Forgetting the coordi-1 i 2 i
˜nates which belong to w , . . . , w we get a G-equivariant isomorphism3 t
between the representation spaces of the above algebra and the Kronecker
v v Ž w x w xquiver D : i . It is well known cf. H1 , or see Ko, D1 for different
. Ž .approaches that the polynomials defined by the formula 3 generate
w Ž .xSk D, d, d , moreover, they are algebraically independent. Hence by
Žsuccessive application of Theorem 3.2 we obtain that det a , f i si j r
. w Ž .xS1, . . . , t, j s 1, . . . , p , r s 0, 1, . . . , d generate k R L; d . Among thesei
generators the following obvious relations hold,
f s det a det a ??? det a0 11 12 1 p1
f s det a det a ??? det ad 21 22 2 p2 5Ž .
df y l f q ??? q yl f s det a ??? det a , i s 3, . . . , t .Ž . Ž .0 i 1 i d i1 i p i
Ž .Think of 5 as a system of linear equations in the indeterminates f , f ,0 1
. . . , f . Comparing the number of indeterminates and the number ofd
equations we distinguish three cases.
Ž . Ž .i When t - d q 1, then solving 5 we can express f , . . . ,dy tq2
f , f as a linear combination of f , . . . , f and the products det ad 0 1 dytq1 i1
w Ž .xS??? det a , and reduce the system of generators of k R L; dh as it isi p i
Žstated in the theorem. Now take any point x s x , . . . , x , x ‹ 1 F i1 dytq1 i j
. p1q ? ? ? qptqdytq1F t, 1 F j F p g k such that all coordinates of x arei
Ž .non-zero. We claim that there exists a representation L g R L; dh with
Ž Ž . Ž . .f L , . . . , f L , det L ‹ 1 F i F t, 1 F j F p s x. Since the points1 dytq1 a ii j
whose coordinates are all non-zero form a Zariski dense subset in
k p1q ? ? ? qptqdytq1, this implies the algebraic independence of the given
generators. To construct L substitute scalar matrices into a with deter-i j
minant x for 1 F i F t, 1 F j F p y 1. It is clearly possible to substitutei j i
Ž . Ž .matrices into a , a such that f L s x , . . . , f L s x , and1 p 2 p 1 1 dytq1 dytq11 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f L , . . . , f L , f L are the values dictated by Eqs. 5 . Finally,dy tq2 d 0
there exist unique matrices to substitute into a for i s 3, . . . , t such thati p i
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Ž .the defining relations of L will be fulfilled. The equalities 5 show that
Ž . Ž .deta L s x i s 1, . . . , t holds also for the L just constructed.i p i pi i
Ž .ii The case t s d q 1 can be handled in the same way.
Ž . Ž .iii When t ) d q 1, then the first d q 1 equations in 5 are
linearly independent, so this subsystem has a unique solution, implying
that we can remove f , . . . , f from the original system of generators of0 d
w Ž .xSk R L; dh . Eliminating the indeterminates f , . . . , f from the remain-0 d
ing equations we obtain that the full system has a solution if and only if
Ž . Ž Ž .the equalities 4 hold with appropriate constants c l arising in thei j
.process of Gaussian elimination . The only thing left is to show that the
Ž .relations in 4 generate the ideal of relations among det a . Let X denotei j
the common zero locus in k p1q ? ? ? qpt of the polynomials
dq1
y ??? y y c l y ??? y i s d q 2, . . . , t .Ž . Ž .Ýi1 i p i j j1 j pi j
js1
One can show that these polynomials generate a prime ideal. Hence the
points in X whose coordinates are all non-zero form a Zariski dense
Ž .subset of X. Let x be such a point. Similarly to case i one can construct a
Ž .representation L with det L ‹ 1 F i F t, 1 F j F p s x, which finishesa ii j
the proof.
Remark. The special case t s 2 of the above theorem is contained in
w x w xH1 , cf. also in Ko .
Another possibility to use the results of Section 3 is to restrict the
attention to special weights instead of using the above restriction on the
dimension vector.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let L be a canonical algebra, and let d be any
dimension ¤ector which takes the same ¤alue d at the sink and the source.
w Ž .xG, n rThen the k-algebra [ k R L; d is generated by f , f , . . . , f which0 1 dnG 0
all ha¤e weight r.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, by shrinking of arrows at
interior vertices we reduce step-by-step to the Kronecker quiver. At each
step we can apply Theorem 3.3, and our statement reduces to the case of
the Kronecker quiver.
5. MODULI SPACES FOR THE CENTRAL SEPARATING
SUBCATEGORY OF A CANONICAL ALGEBRA
Let A denote a finite dimensional basic algebra and present it as
A ( kQrI, a path algebra modulo an admissible ideal of relations. The
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Ž .Grothendieck group K mod A is identified with the free abelian group0
ZQ0 such that the dimension vector dim V represents the class of V g
Ž . Q0mod A in K mod A . We identify the weight u g Z with the linear map0
Ž . Ž . Ž ŽK mod A “ Z defined as u dim V s Ý u d where dim V s d ‹ i0 ig Q i i i0
..g Q .0
Ž .Now consider a canonical algebra L s L p, l , and let r denote the
Ž .weight defined in Section 4. The linear map K mod L “ Z belonging to0
r is called the rank function. The indecomposable L-modules of rank zero
form a one parameter family of tubes in the Auslander]Reiten quiver of
w xmod L, which is a separating tubular family in the sense of R1 , and is
called further on the central separating tubular family. We denote by
mod L the full additive subcategory of mod L consisting of all direct sums0
of rank zero indecomposables. Let us define two other full subcategories
Ž .of mod L, denoted by mod L mod L consisting of all modules Vq y
Žwhich admit only zero morphisms from mod L to V from V to mod L,0 0
.resp. . An indecomposable module V belongs to mod Lq
Ž . Ž . Ž .mod L, mod L if and only if r dim V ) 0 s 0, - 0 . The full sub-0 y
category mod L is a sincere separating exact subcategory of mod L in the0
w xsense of LdP1 . The situation can be depicted by the scheme below to
indicate that there are non-zero morphisms only from left to right.
Note that mod L is an exact abelian subcategory of mod L where each0
object has finite length, hence has a composition series whose composition
factors are uniquely determined up to isomorphism and ordering. We say
that V and V X are S-equi¤alent if they have the same composition factors
in mod L. The relative invariants whose weight is a multiple of r are0
related to the classification of families of modules from mod L. In the0
next theorem we summarize the geometric consequences of Proposition
4.2 and guided by the geometric picture we also refine our description of
these relative invariants.
Ž .We fix some further notation before stating the next result. Let R L; d0
denote the subset of points in the representation space which correspond
Ž . Ž .to modules from mod L. Clearly, if R L; d is non-empty, then r d s 0,0 0
that is, d takes the same value d at the sink and the source vertices. Recall
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that in Section 4 we defined f as the coefficient of x dy i y i in thei
expansion of
w xF x , y s det xX ??? X q yX ??? X g k R L ; d x , y .Ž . Ž .Ž .a a a a11 1 p 21 2 p1 2
6Ž .
Denote by
d s min d a X ‹ j s 1, . . . , pŽ . 4i i j i
Ž .the minimal value of d along the ith arm i s 1, . . . , t . Let i , . . . , i be all1 s
 4the indices i g 1, . . . , t for which d - d. We define the numberi
q s q d s d q ??? qd q 1 y s d,Ž . Ž .i i1 s
in particular q s d if s s 0.
Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Let L s L p, l be a canonical algebra and d a dimen-
Ž . Ž .sion ¤ector. If r d s 0, then R s R L; d is the complement in R s0 0
Ž .R L; d of the common zero locus of f , . . . , f , in particular, it is open in the0 d
Ž .Zariski topology of R. The set R is non-empty if and only if r d s 0 and0
Ž . Ž . Ž .q s q d G 0. In this case the polynomial F x, y of formula 6 has the
w Ž .xw xfollowing factorization in k R L; d x, y ,
s
dydi jF x , y s l x , y M x , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł i j
js1
Ž . Ž . Ž .where l x, y s y, l x, y s x, and l x, y s l x q y for i s 3, . . . , t are1 2 i i
Ž .linear forms corresponding to the parameter sequence l defining L . The
Ž . q qyj jcoefficients of M x, y s Ý m x y form an algebraically independentjs0 j
w xG, n rgenerating system of [ k R . The mapnG 0
ms m : ??? : m : R “ P qŽ .0 q 0
L ‹ m L : ??? : m LŽ . Ž .Ž .0 q
is a surjecti¤e morphism of quasi-projecti¤e ¤arieties. Two points lie in the
same fiber of m if and only if the corresponding modules are S-equi¤alent in
mod L. Thus P q parameterizes the S-equi¤alence classes of modules in0
mod L with dimension ¤ector d. Moreo¤er, it is a coarse moduli space for0
families of such modules, up to S-equi¤alence.
Let us briefly recall the theory of moduli spaces of representations of
w x Ž w xfinite dimensional algebras developed by King Ki . We refer to N for the
.notion of a coarse moduli space. Take a finite dimensional basic algebra
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Ž .A s kQrI where I is an admissible ideal in the path algebra kQ , and a
weight u g ZQ0. We say that a module V g mod A is u-semistable, if
Ž . Ž X . Xu dim V s 0, and u dim V G 0 for any submodule V - V. The u-semi-
stable A-modules form an exact abelian full subcategory modu A, ins s
which the Jordan]Holder theorem holds, i.e., each object has finite length.¨
We say that two u-semistable modules are S-equivalent, if they have the
same composition factors including multiplicities in the category modu A.s s
Denote by
R A; d; u s L g R A; d ‹ V g modu AŽ . Ž . 4L ss
the subset of points in the representation space which correspond to
Ž . Ž .u-semistable modules. The subset R A; d; u is open possibly empty in
Ž . Ž .the Zariski topology of R A; d . There exists a projective variety M A; d; u
and a surjective morphism
k : R A; d; u “ M A; d; uŽ . Ž .
of quasi-projective varieties such that two representations lie in the same
fiber if and only if the corresponding modules are S-equivalent. The
Ž .variety M A; d; u is a coarse moduli space for families of u-semistable
modules of dimension vector d, up to S-equivalence. These facts are
provided by standard geometric invariant theory. King considers the trivial
Ž .linearization of the action of G on R A; d twisted by the character u and
shows that the geometric invariant theory notion of u-semistability coin-
cides with the notion of u-semistability introduced above. This means that
V is u-semistable if and only if there exists a relative invariant f gL
w Ž .xG, nu Ž . Xk R A; d for some n ) 0 with f L / 0. Furthermore, V and VL L
are S-equivalent if and only if the closures of the G-orbits of L and LX
Ž . Ž .intersect in R A; d; u . Thus k and M A; d; u are obtained as the
Ž .algebraic quotient of R A; d; u by the group G, that is,
G , nuM A; d; u s Proj k R A; d ,Ž . Ž .[ž /
nG0
w Ž .xG, nuthe projective spectrum of the graded algebra with k R A; d as the
Ž w Žhomogeneous component of degree n. Obviously, Proj [ k R A;nG 0
.xG, nu . w Ž .xGd is a projective variety over k R A; d , which is just k because A
is finite dimensional.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The key observation is that a module is con-
tained in mod L if and only if it is r-semistable. This follows from the0
fact that there are no non-zero morphisms from mod L to mod L, andy 0
that an indecomposable module V belongs to mod L if and only ify
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Ž .r dim V - 0. Thus the theory summarized above, together with Proposi-
tion 4.2, immediately implies that R is the complement of the common0
zero locus of f , . . . , f . Moreover, two points lie in the same fiber of0 d
Ž . df s f : ??? : f : R “ P if and only if the corresponding modules are0 d 0
Ž .S-equivalent in mod L, and further the image Im f is a coarse moduli0
space for families of modules, up to S-equivalence. What is left is the
Ž .description of Im f .
First we list representations of L which give a complete set of isomor-
phism classes of simple objects in mod L. To the ith arm of the underly-0
i Ž i i .ing quiver of L there corresponds a point n g n : n in the projective0 1
line P1 as
n 1 s 0 : 1 , n 2 s 1 : 0 , n i s l : 1 i s 3, . . . , t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i
Ž . 2 nFor each n s n , n g k consider the representation L of dimension0 1
vector h defined as
n , if i s 1, j s p ;¡ 0 1
n , if i s 2, j s p ;1 2n ~L sa i j n y l n , if i G 3, j s p ;0 i 1 i¢
1, otherwise.
Ž .nThe object V s V is simple in mod L if and only if n s n : n gn L 0 0 1
1  1 t4 l lP _ n , . . . , n . For any exceptional point n the module V has a simplen
factor V s V l in mod L whose dimension vector h takes value 0 at thel E 0 l
Ž .inner vertices of the lth arm of L p , and h takes value 1 at any otherL
vertex. We have
¡ ln , if i s 1, j s p ;0 1
ln , if i s 2, j s p ;1 2
l ~E s l la i j n y l n , if i G 3, j s p ;0 i 1 i
0, if i s l ;¢
1, otherwise.
Finally, for any i s 1, . . . , t and j s 2, . . . , p there exists a unique repre-i
sentation Gi j whose dimension vector h takes value 1 at a X and 0 at anyi j i j
other vertex. Clearly, the modules V s V i j are simple and they lie ini j G
mod L. It is well known, and easy to check, that the above is a complete0
list of isomorphism classes of simple objects in mod L.0
Let d be the dimension vector of a module V from mod L. Since V has0
a composition series whose factors are simple objects in mod L, it follows0
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from the above discussion that d can be decomposed as
t
d s ah q a h q a h ,Ý Ýi i i j i j
is1 i , j
where a, a , a are non-negative integers. Obviously, we have d s a qi i j
t Ž .Ý a and the inequalities d G a q Ý a i s 1, . . . , t . This forces theis1 i i j/ i j
Ž . Žinequality q s d q ??? qd q 1 y s d G 0 i , . . . , i were defined be-i i 1 s1 s
.fore Theorem 5.1 . Then d indeed has the decomposition
pt t i
Xd s qh q d y d h q d a y d h .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i i j i i j
is1 is1 js2
Ž . ŽSo we have shown that R L; d is non-empty if and only if q G 0 and0
Ž . .r d s 0 , and in this case any module in mod L of dimension vector d0
has V as a composition factor in mod L with multiplicity G d y di 0 i
Ž .i s 1, . . . , t .
For any module V g mod L we define the polynomial
d
dy i iF V x , y s f L x yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i
is0
w xs det xL ??? L q yL ??? L g k x , y ,Ž .a a a a11 1 p 21 2 p1 2
Ž . Ž .Ž .where L g R L; d such that V ( V . Note that F V x, y is determinedL
only up to a scalar multiple. Given a short exact sequence of L-modules
0 “ V X “ V “ V Y “ 0
Ž .Ž . Ž X.Ž . Ž Y .Ž .we have F V x, y s F V x, y ? F V x, y up to scalars because of
the multiplicativity of the determinant. One can compute directly the
Ž .Ž .polynomial F V x, y belonging to the simple objects in mod L,0
F V x , y s n x q n y n : n g P1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n 0 1 0 1
F V x , y s 1 i s 1, . . . , t , j s 2, . . . , p .Ž . Ž .Ž .i j i
Combining the results of the previous two paragraphs we conclude that
Ž . s Ž i j i j .dydi w xw xjF x, y is indeed divisible by Ł n x q n y in the ring k R x, y .js1 0 1
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Ž 1 q. 1 1On the other hand, for any n , . . . , n g P = ??? = P we have the
module
s
1 qŽn , . . . , n .
1 qV s V [ ??? [ V V [ ??? [ VŽ .[n n i ij j
js1^ ‘ _
d y dijpt i
[ V [ ??? [ V ,Ž .[ [ i j i j^ ‘ _is1 js2
XŽ .d a y di j i
1 1 Ž 1 q.and obviously this yields an embedding P = ??? = P “ R, n , . . . , n
Žn 1, . . . , n q . Žn 1, . . . , n q . 1 q  Žn 1, . . . , n q .Žn , . . . , n .‹ L such that V ( V . Now m maps L ‹L
Ž 1 q. q 14 q Žn , . . . , n g Ł P surjectively onto P . The restriction of m to thisis1
subset is the quotient map of Ł q P1 with respect to the action of theis1
.symmetric group of degree q permuting the factors.
w xRemark. The special case t s 2 of Theorem 5.1 is contained in R, H1 .
6. INVARIANT THEORY OF
CONCEALED-CANONICAL ALGEBRAS
Ž w x.In this section we use tilting theory see HR to transfer the invariant
theory from canonical algebras to the significantly larger class of con-
cealed-canonical algebras. This latter class is of importance, since unlike
canonical algebras, it contains all path algebras of extended Dynkin
quivers, also the so-called tame concealed algebras and further all tubular
w xalgebras R1 . Like a canonical algebra, a concealed-canonical algebra may
have wild representation type.
By definition a k-algebra S is concealed-canonical if there exists a
canonical algebra L and a tilting module T in mod L such that S isq
Ž . w xisomorphic to End T . It follows from LM1 that L is uniquely deter-
mined by S up to isomorphism, and that moreover L and S have the same
Ž . w x Ž .representation type. If L s L p, l we call d S s t y 2 y Ý1rp alsoi
the deviation of S. Moreover, there is a satisfactory conceptual characteri-
Ž w x.zation for these algebras as follows see LdP1 . A finite dimensional
k-algebra S is concealed-canonical if and only if it is connected and admits
an exact abelian subcategory mod S which is sincere and separating in0
w xthe sense of LdP1 . Still assuming S is connected it is equivalent to
assume that mod S has a sincere separating family T of standard stable
Ž w x. Ž .tubes in the sense of R1 , in which case we can take add T , the additive
w xclosure of T, for mod S. If d S / 0 the subcategory mod S is unique.0 0
w xHowever, in the tubular case d S s 0 there is an infinite choice for such
sincere separating subcategories, naturally indexed by the rationals.
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Relative to a fixed choice for mod S, as for the canonical algebras, we0
arrive at a trisection
mod S k mod S k mod S ,q 0 y
where}as in the figure of Section 5}the symbol k indicates formation
of the additive closure of the union of the three subcategories together
with the fact that in the ordering mod S, mod S, mod S non-zeroq 0 y
morphisms only exist from left to right.
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let S be a concealed-canonical algebra and mod S a0
sincere separating exact subcategory of mod S. Then there exists a canonical
Ž .algebra L and a tilting module T g mod L such that S s End T andq
moreo¤er
Ž . Ž .i the functor Hom T , y : mod L “ mod S is an equi¤alence,0 0
where mod L denotes the central separating exact subcategory of mod L;0
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii there exists an isomorphism u : K mod L “ K mod S such that0 0
w Ž .x Žw x.Hom T , X s u X holds for all X g mod L.0
Ž . w Ž . Ž .Proof. The first assertion and also i follow from LdP1, proof i « iii
x Ž .of Theorem 1.1 . Concerning ii we note that the projective dimension
Žpd T is at most one, and hence as a standard feature of tilting theory seeL
w x. Ž . Ž . w x w Ž .x w 1Ž .xHR u : K mod L “ K mod S , X ‹ Hom T , X y Ext T , X ,0 0
yields an isomorphism. Assume now that X g mod L. By Auslander]Re-0
1Ž .iten duality the k-dual of Ext T , X is isomorphic to a factor space of
Ž y1 .Hom t X, T , where t denotes the Auslander]Reiten translation. Hence
1Ž . y1Ext T , X s 0 since t X g mod L and T g mod L. Therefore0 q
Žw x. w Ž .xu X s Hom T , X as claimed.
X y1 Ž .Let r and r s r (u notations of Proposition 6.1 denote rank
Žfunctions for mod L and mod S, respectively, such that mod L resp.0
. Ž Xmod S consists of all modules which are r-semistable resp. r -semista-0
. Ž . X Ž .ble . Fix any dimension vector d g K mod L and put d s u d .0
w xThe theory from Ki summarized in Section 5 provides us the moduli
Ž . Ž Ž X X..spaces M L; d; r resp. M S; d ; r , whose points parameterize the S-
Ž X.equivalence classes of modules of dimension vector d resp. d in mod L0
Ž .resp. mod S .0
Ž .Because of Proposition 6.1, the functor Hom T , y sends S-equivalent
modules of mod L to S-equivalent modules in mod S, hence induces a0 0
bijective map
s : M L ; d; r “ M S ; dX ; rXŽ . Ž .
between the above moduli spaces. Note that these spaces are empty if d
takes different values on the sink and the source of the quiver of L.
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Ž . Ž X X .THEOREM 6.2. The map s : M L; d; r “ M S; d ; r is an isomor-
phism of algebraic ¤arieties.
wWe note that Theorem 6.2 is a close relative of the results in B, Sect.
x2.4 which assert that certain geometric properties are preserved by tilting.
Let us recall the notion of an algebraic family of modules. Let A be a
Ž .finite dimensional algebra, and Z a quasi-projective variety. Let Vz z g Z
be a collection of right A-modules parameterized by Z. We say that
Ž .V is an algebraic family of A-modules, if the following conditionsz z g Z
hold:
Ž . Ž .i V is an algebraic vector bundle over Z. In particular, asz z g Z
k-vector spaces all V are isomorphic to V.z
Ž .ii The A-module structure on V varies algebraically with z g Z,z
Ž .that is, for any a g A the map z ‹ a ? id z g Z is a section of theVz
Ž Ž ..endomorphism bundle End V .k z z g Z
Ž .We fix an A-module T , and let B s End T denote its endomorphismA
Ž .algebra. For any V g mod A the k-vector space Hom T , V has a naturalA
right B-module structure as
w ? b s w ( b w g Hom T , V , b g B .Ž .Ž .A
On the other hand, T is naturally a left B-module, and W m T is a rightB
A-module for any W g mod B. Our next statement shows that the functors
Hom T , y : mod A “ mod BŽ .A
y m T : mod B “ mod AB
map algebraic families of modules to algebraic families, provided that an
obvious necessary condition is satisfied.
LEMMA 6.3. Let A, B, T be as abo¤e.
Ž . Ž .i Let V be an algebraic family of A-modules. Assume thatz z g Z
Ž . Ž ŽHom T , V has the same k-dimension for all z g Z. Then Hom T ,A z A
.. ŽV is an algebraic family of B-modules with a natural algebraic ¤ectorz z g Z
.bundle structure .
Ž . Ž .ii Let W be an algebraic family of B-modules such that W m Tz z g Z z B
Ž .has the same dimension as a k-¤ector space for all z g Z. Then W m Tz B z g Z
Žis an algebraic family of A-modules with a natural algebraic ¤ector bundle
.structure .
Ž .Proof. i Any z g Z has a neighborhood U over which the vector0
bundle is isomorphic to U = V, and the module structure is given by
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Ž . Ž . Ž .morphisms r : U “ End V a g A . Let r : A “ End T denote thea k k
antihomomorphism defining the A-module structure on T. Then
Ž . Ž .Hom T , V consists of w g Hom T , V withA z k
w ( r a s r z (w ;a g A.Ž . Ž .a
ŽIn fact it is sufficient that a runs over a finite set of algebra generators of
. Ž . Ž .A. So Hom T , V is the solution space in Hom T , V of a system ofA z k z
linear equations whose coefficients are regular functions on Z, and whose
solution space has the same dimension for all z by assumption. This means
Ž Ž ..that Hom T , V is an algebraic subbundle of the vector bundleA z z g Z
Ž Ž .. Ž w x.Hom T , V see, for example, B, Lemma 2.4.1 . Now it is clear thatk z z g Z
Ž . Ž .the action of b g B s End T on Hom T , V sending w to w ( bA A z
depends algebraically on z.
Ž . Ž .ii Elementary linear algebra arguments show that W m T isz B z g Z
Ž .the factor bundle of W m T modulo an algebraic subbundle. Againz k z g Z
Ž .it is clear that the A-module structure on W m T varies alge-z B z g Z
braically with z.
Ž .Proof of Theorem 6.2. Consider the universal family V ofL Lg R ŽL ; d.0
r-semistable L-modules of dimension vector d. It is the trivial vector
Ž . di Ž .bundle R L; d = V with V s [ k , and for any L g R L; d we0 0ig Q0
endow V with the L-module structure corresponding to L. By Proposition
Ž . Ž .6.1 for any L g R L; d the S-module Hom T , V has the dimension0 L L
X Ž . Ž .vector d s u d . So we can apply Lemma 6.3 i to conclude that
Ž Ž ..Hom T , V is a family of S-modules. Now we use the fact thatL L Lg R ŽL ; d.0
Ž X X. XM S; d ; r is a coarse moduli space for families of r -semistable S-mod-
Ž . Ž Xules up to S-equivalence. It implies that the map h : R L; d “ M S; d ,0
X. Ž .r mapping L g R L; d to the point that represents the S-equivalence0
Ž .class of the S-module Hom T , V is a morphism of algebraic varieties. ItL L
Ž . Ž X. Xis also obvious that h L s h L if and only if V and V are S-equiv-L L
Ž w x.alent L-modules, or equivalently see Ki, Proposition 4.3 , the closures of
X Ž .the G-orbits of L and L intersect non-trivially in R L; d . Since0
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž wM L; d; r , m is a categorical quotient of R L; d by G cf. N, Proposi-0
Ž .x.tion 3.11 i , it follows that h factors through m, so the unique map s
with h s s (m must be a morphism of algebraic varieties.
To show that sy1 is also a morphism of algebraic varieties, we note that
sy1 is induced by the functor
ym T : mod S “ mod L .S
Ž .Apply Lemma 6.3 ii to this functor, and deduce the claim like in the
preceding argument.
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w xRemark. Ringel R described the rational invariants of tame quivers,
and for any tame quiver D and the corresponding rank function u con-
Ž . Ž . qstructed this way the quotient map k : R kD; d; u “ M kD; d; u ( P ,
where q is the multiplicity of the homogeneous root in the so-called
canonical decomposition of d. Our Theorems 5.1 and 6.2 give an alterna-
tive explanation of this result. We note that for tame quivers all rational
invariants arise as quotients of relative invariants whose weight is a
multiple of the rank.
We now illustrate the general theory by examples.
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE. i Let L be the canonical algebra of tubular type 3, 3, 3 .
Let M be any sincere separating exact subcategory of mod L. As before
let r be the rank function for mod L such that the r-semistable L-mod-
ules form the central separating exact subcategory for mod L. It follows
w xfrom LM that if M is different from mod L, then either M ; mod L0 q
or M ; mod L. By symmetry we may in the latter case then assume thaty
M is contained in mod L. Define the degree of a dimension vectorq
d d11 12
d d d dd s 0 21 22 1 0d d31 32
Ž . 3 Ž .by the expression d d s Ý d q d y 3d . Each rational numberis1 i1 i2 0
bq ) 3 has a unique representation q s where a and b are coprimea
w xintegers with b ) 3a ) 0. We put r s br y ad . It follows from LM thatq
the r -semistable L-modules form a sincere separating exact subcategoryq
M lying in mod L, and that conversely each such subcategory M has theq q
form M for a unique rational q ) 3.q
With the given restrictions on a and b put
b y 2 a b y a
h s .b y 3a b y 2 a b y a bq ž /b y 2 a b y a
Let d be a positive integer and q ) 3. It now follows from Theorem 6.2
Ž .that the moduli space M L; dh ; r of S-equivalence classes of modulesq q
from M of dimension vector dh is isomorphic to the projective d-spaceq q
d Ž .P s M L; dh; r .
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Ž .ii The algebra S given by the quiver
v v
yx z11 1
x y z2 2 2
6
6
6
6 6 6
v v v v6
6 6
yx z33 3
v v
with relations x y q x y q x y s 0 and y z s 0 for i s 1, 2, 3, is a1 1 2 2 3 3 i i
tubular algebra, in particular concealed-canonical, whose attached canoni-
Ž .cal algebra L is the tubular canonical algebra dealt with in part i .
We define the characters rank r and degree d on the set of vertices by
the expressions
0 0 y1 1
r s and d s .y1 0 1 0 0 y1 0 1ž / ž /0 0 y1 1
bFor a rational number q - 0 we write q s , where a ) 0 and b - 0 area
coprime, and put r s br y ad . Then the r -semistable S-modules form aq q
sincere separating exact subcategory M of mod S, and each such subcate-q
gory M has the form M for a unique rational q - 0. Moreover, letq
1 0 1 1
h s b q a1 1 1 0 0 1 3 1q ž / ž /1 0 1 1
then, again as a consequence of Theorem 6.2, for each positive integer d
Ž .the moduli space M S, dh , r of modules of M of dimension vectorq q q
d Ž .dh is isomorphic to the projective d-space P s M L, dh, r .q
Ž .iii The algebra S given by the quiver
v
v
z1w
x zy1
6
2
6
6 6 6
v v v v
6
x2 z3
v
with relations
x y l x w s 0, x yz s 0, x yz s 0, x y x yz s 0,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 3
where l is different from 0 and 1, yields a concealed-canonical algebra of
Ž .wild type, whose associated canonical algebra L has weight type 2, 2, 2, 3 .
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Because S has wild type, the category of S-modules has a unique sincere
separating exact subcategory M s mod S and, correspondingly, a unique0
rank function which is then checked to be given by the character
1 1
r s .y1 y1 0 1ž /1
Moreover, it is easy to see that any simple object of M , which is stable
under the Auslander]Reiten translation, has dimension vector
1 1
h s .1 3 3 1ž /1
As in the previous examples we then conclude from Theorem 6.2 that
Ž .the moduli space M S; r ; dh of modules from M with dimension vector
dh is isomorphic to the projective d-space.
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